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1.  Introduction 
 

This technical note is Part 13 of a series in NDT.net.  Description of the associated video is 

provided in this technical note and remarks are made on some of the features seen.  In Part 13 

we examine the propagation of a pulse from a 45° refracting wedge contact probe as it enters 

a cylinder wall.  

 

The probe is a nominal 7.5MHz, and the element 12.5mm diameter with a 150mm radius of 

curvature.  Due to the sphereical curvature of the shaped element, the element is fitted with a 

plastic insert to match the curvature.  Because the intent is to provide an angled transverse 

wave pulse in the glass, the probe is then mounted on a refracting wedge with an incident 

angle that will provide a nominal 45° refracted beam.   

 

Pulsing of the probe was provided using the USBox (by Lecoeur) with the pulser tuned to 

provide the optimum output at in a single cycle pulse at 200 V with pulse-duration tuned to 

7.5MHz.  

 

The cylinder model is made of soda-lime float glass (compression mode velocity 5850m/s, 

transverse velocity 3450m/s, density 2.5g/cm
3
).  The model was cut so as to simulate a 3 inch 

schedule 80 pipe.  Nominal dimensions for a pipe of this schedule are 89mm diameter OD 

7.6mm wall thickness.  The glass model is 89mm outside diameter with a 7.5mm wall 

thickness.  Through-thickness of the model, parallel to the light path, is 25mm. 

 

A machinist’s-style V-block was used to support the cylinder and the probe-wedge assembly.  

In order to optimise the contact, the wedge was machined with a 45mm radius of curvature to 

match the cylinder outside curvature.  Since the wedge material (Poly-methyl methacrylate or 

PMMA) has a velocity of 2760m/s, the machined incident angle for flat steel is 37°.  

However, with the slightly higher velocity in glass, the actual refracted angle is expected to be 

nearer to 48°.  Figure 1 illustrates the test setup.  
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Figure 1 Glass cylinder supported in V-block with contact probe-wedge assembly   

 

Using the manufacturer’s scribe line as a reference for the 45° angle, the refracted angle is 

determined to be approximately 48°.  Determination of the refracted angle is illustrated in 

Figure 2 using the tools of the image intensity analysis software.  

 

 
 

Figure 2 Actual refracted angle at 48° 

 

 

2.  Comments on the Video 
 

The video begins with a pulse formed approximately 1mm into the wedge.  When the pulse 

enters the glass cylinder it does so with the lower portion of the compression wavefront 

making the first interaction.  This occurs with the arc that forms off the tip of the element and 

a weak compression mode is formed due to some of the arc having an incident angle less than 

the critical angle.  Using an embossing feature in the video processing we can see the weak 

compression mode in the glass, the intended transverse mode in the glass and the incident and 

reflected compression modes in the wedge.  These are illustrated in Figure 3.  

 



 

 
 

Figure 3 Transmitted and reflected modes (embossing to enhance modes in wedge) 

 

As the lower edge of the transverse wave begins to reflect off the inside surface the uppermost 

portion of the pulse from the element is just entering the glass.  The weak compression mode 

that was seen due to the arc from the lower tip of the element is seen to be glancing along 

both the outer surface and inside surface where it forms a shear-headwave at the points of 

glancing incidence.  These features are indicated in Figure 4.  

 

 
 

Figure 4 Well-defined transverse mode and weak multiple from internal reflection 

 

 

In Figure 4 we can also see a faint transverse mode forming near the point that the main shear 

pulse first entered the cylinder.  This appears to be a multiple from the internal plastic insert 

that is used to fill the cavity formed by the spherically shaped element.   
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After reflection off the inside surface the main shear wave pulse is seen to spread such that it 

has little pressure difference between the inner and outer surfaces as seen in Figure 5.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Transmitted shear pulse approaching full skip 

 

As the main shear wave pulse moves past the full skip position we can see how the contact 

angle with the inside surface increases and the main shear wave pulse nears a glancing 

incidence with the inside surface.  This is shown in Figure 6.  

 

 
 

Figure 6 Main transverse pulse nears glancing incidence with inside surface 

 

This would suggest that for signals that occur after a full skip, identifying the origin of a 

signal as being inside or outside could be difficult for an operator. 

 

When we compare the effects of this setup with Part 12 where a similar setup was made in 

immersion with a 2.25MHz 19mm diameter probe, a similar set of conditions is seen.  In 
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Figure 7 the incident shear mode is seen reflecting from the inside surface for both setups and 

reflecting shear pulse is seen with its characteristic arc moving towards the outside surface.  

 

 
 

Figure 7 Comparing characteristics of the contact setup (left) and immersion setup from 

Part 12 (right) 

 

 

In both cases in Figure 7, as the incident shear pulse advances along the inside surface, the 

angle it makes with the surface increases so as to approaches a glancing incidence.  Because 

the element dimension is so much greater in the immersion setup, the first half-skip transverse 

mode is better-able to maintain an interaction with both the inside and outside surface longer 

than the smaller element used in the contact setup.  This would suggest that efforts to reduce 

the extent of the beam (e.g. smaller aperture, focusing, higher frequency) can help to avoid 

confusing signals that arise from boundary interactions.  

 

The video to this article can be seen here: 

www.ndt.net/search/docs.php3?id=14813&content=1 

 

For more information about the photoelastic system see www.eclipsescientific.com.   
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